
DECLARATION OF A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL
AND SUBSEQUENT NOTICE TO GOVERNMENT AGENTS

AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROVIDERS

DUE TO PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS, READERS MAY COGNITIVELY DISSOCIATIVE
WHILE READING THE INFORMATION WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT. IT’S IMPERATIVE
TO PURPOSEFULLY REMIND ONESELF, AT FREQUENT INTERVALS, THAT THE
INFORMATION WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT IS TRUE, ACCURATE AND VERIFIABLE.

Due to my efforts as a human rights and child welfare advocate over the past two
decades, I’ve been targeted for oppression by government agents and individuals from
within my community who were opposed to my efforts to expose systematic corruption.

The matter of targeted individuals is, for the most part, an epic, unrealized problem in
Canada and throughout the world and, in response, I’m creating this document for those
who may become involved in my life’s affairs in the future so that they can understand
my personal situation with clarity.

So what is a targeted individual, exactly? Well, if one was to look online they’d find that
the targeted individual community makes it appears as thorough the average targeted
individual is claiming to be targeted by agents in black helicopters and clandestine
intelligence agents who hack the targeted individual’s devices amid other forms of
psychological warfare and physical torture.

While those types of harassment may certainly occur on some level, it’s not what the
average targeted individual experiences, or so it seems to me, based on my own
experiences and subsequent research.

In all actuality, average targeted individuals generally experience smear campaigns and
character assassinations so that others in their community will turn against them.
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Community members and service providers then engage in an activity known as
mobbing against the targeted individual. Once the targeted individual loses their
credibility and the subsequent support of their community and family members, the
targeted individual often begins to experience the effects of social alienation which
leads to isolation and severe emotional distress.

Violent crime often occurs to the targeted individual by various members of the
community, sometimes by military or police officers and, yet, no one in their community
will listen to the targeted individual, much less assist them in any regard. It can be very
lonely and frightening to be a targeted individual.

There’s usually no way for the targeted individual to explain what is going on in their
own life because the targeting is so clandestine and no one will review the scant pieces
of evidence that the targeted individual has been fortunate enough to retain in the chaos
of what has become their new, forced, way of living.

Generally, over time, the targeted individual loses their entire livelihood and, especially
in the absence of trusted medical professionals, the targeted indivual’s health declines,
and their whole life slowly falls apart over time.

I know, firsthand, that this sort of oppression has been going on in Canada for at least
20 years. I know because I’ve been experiencing it for myself every day of my life
simply for my efforts to be an upright person in defense of the rights of children and their
families.

Some examples of oppression that targeted individuals experience include but certainly
isn’t limited to:

● randomly cut off from expected income
● denied inheritance
● held in psychiatric units with no justifiable diagnosis
● False arrest, criminal charges & imprisonment
● Police brutality
● Kicked out of public gatherings
● Kicked out of places of worship
● Children apprehended by corrupt child protection agencies, supported by corrupt

courts and lawyers
● Paid orders or bought items are changed or canceled with no recourse.
● False allegations
● Mechanics sabotage vehicles
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● Legal and medical professionals dishonestly manipulate client/patient
● Municipality condemns home/property
● Municipal staff harassment (property standards, etc.)
● Bank manager facilitates the theft of money
● Constant ‘issues’ with telecommunications companies
● Random, constant disruption of paid services.
● Hacked devices & accounts
● Medical tyranny, forced medication, undiagnosed conditions, botched surgeries

and so on.
● Loved ones are killed off or otherwise controlled and abused while those who

hold ‘power of attorney’ status direct their affairs.
● When a ‘professional’ is caught in the wrong, management covers it up instead of

holding ‘professional’ accountable.
● Appointment switching with no notice - client appears unstable.
● Unexpected, unexplainable chaos that randomly surfaces, generating the illusion

that the targeted individual is somehow responsible.
● Break-ins and theft of personal property.
● Experiencing physical, emotional and sexual assault in the absence of support
● Mandated service providers don’t respond to complaints or valid evidence.
● Discrimination/harassment from landlords, constantly jeopardizing stability
● Insurance rip-offs
● ETCETERA, ETCETERA, ETCETERA!

It’s beyond disgusting how oppressed I’ve been for simply speaking the truth in Canada.
I’ve had more than enough of it and I will not rest now until the system of nobility that’s
been oppressing me is fully exposed. It’s critical to fully expose this system of nobility
and imperial oppression because it preys on our children and vulnerable youth. It is this
system that is destroying all that we love as a collective people in Canada and the rest
of the world.

When targeted individuals attempt to explain why their life is so convoluted, complex
and confusing to others, few people, if any, will not generally believe the targeted
individual, often blaming that individual for generating their own problems and being too
‘negative’ in their perspective of life.

At the same time, the targeted individual is generally just trying to survive a life that few
people have understood until this point.
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I am a targeted individual and this fact must be fully realized and subsequently
appreciated by those who provide a service to me or by anyone else who becomes
involved with me or my life’s affairs, in any capacity.

Below are the names of individuals, agencies, corporations, associations and any other
entity who has adversely impacted me or mine, in some way, and who remain
unaccountable for the role:

● Ontario Disability Support Program - Sara Allport, Samuel Lawlor
● Ontario Human Rights Tribunal
● Prince Edward County Municipal Government
● Prince Edward County Building Department
● Canada Revenue Agency
● The Highland Shores Children’s Aid Society
● Integrity Commissioner of Canada
● Prince Edward County Children’s Aid Society - several staff members, now

defunct
● Bank of Montreal - Liz Bucher + another staff
● Dr. E.B. Conn, Belleville Hospital psychiatric unit, Ron, Lisa & various other staff

members
● Prince Edward County OPP
● Prince Edward County Police Service Board
● The Office of the Independent Police Review Director - D./Sgt. Angie Atkison
● The Law Society of Ontario - Jane Anweiller
● Bell Communications Company
● Rogers Communications Company
● Justice Kirkland
● Justice Elaine Deluzio
● Justice Michael Quigley
● Matt Hodgson
● Vicki Visca - family/child protection mediator
● Heidi Breier - Office of the Children’s Lawyer
● Joyce Melbourne
● Curtis Kingston
● Brian Tootle
● Lee Swackhammer & others in my neighbourhood
● Mary Everall & the various members of the Everall Family
● Heather Campbell
● Brenda Sokolowsky, Rev. Jennifer Sokolowsky & other members of my family
● Rev. Lynne Donovan
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● John and Linda Whiteford
● Session - St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church
● Presbyterian Church in Canada
● Dr. Clifford Rice
● Dr. Tarik Eldjama
● Prince Edward Family Health Team/Network
● Community Care Access Center
● Lise Betteridge - OCSWSSW
● The Ontario Attorney General
● The RCMP
● The OPP
● The Ontario Office of the Crown Attorney
● Todd Smith, MPP & Minister
● The Prince Edward County Police Services Board
● Paul’s Mechanical
● Canadian Tire - Belleville
● Health Canada

(This is a preliminary list. Additional names will be added as I continue to process
information.)

At this point in my life, I’ve lost nearly everything that I ever worked extremely hard for.
I’ve been forced into poverty while enduring significant simultaneous medical
oppression that has left me disabled and disadvantaged.

After years and years of piecing the evidence together, I can provide solid evidence for
every claim that I make about being oppressed by a circle of friends within and beyond
my community. I’ve sincerely had more than enough of it all!

My adult kids have been oppressed in their own right. I won’t speak for them but I’m
noting it for the record.

I’m rising back up onto my own two feet and I won’t be tolerating oppression from
anyone, anymore. Still, at the same time, the system seems firmly resolved to destroy
me in any way possible at this time. Attacks against my livelihood and stability are
coming at all angles in great frequency. I need others to wake up to what’s actually
going on with targeted oppression in Canada, not only for my own good but for their
own best interests, too. This systematic ‘beast’ is coming for us all, one by one!
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I’ve stood against this epic corruption in Canada for long enough! Something has to give
and it won’t be me! All I have left is time, truth and integrity and it’s about time that I
speak to why that is!

ANYONE who dares to censor or oppress me or my loved ones from hereon will be
publicly exposed and held legally accountable by procedures that actually work. I have
no more time for toxic human beings or frivolous legalities. I stand in the light of truth
and those who attempt to thwart that truth will be exposed and held accountable in due
time.

Respectfully stated, I expect and advise anyone who has been directed to read this
document to do the right thing and to subsequently govern themselves with exceptional
caution and due diligence in the handling of my personal matters and legal affairs here
on

MOST SINCERELY
Brenda Everall
Holisticus International ©
April 2023

Rough draft

Further evidence about the system of nobility, imperialism and subsequent targeted
oppression can be found at www.holisticusinternational.ca
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